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**Title:** Inocencio Basco vs. Judge Leo M. Rapatalo: A Study on Judicial Discretion in
Granting Bail for Capital Offenses

**Facts:** Inocencio Basco lodged a complaint against Judge Leo M. Rapatalo from the
Regional Trial Court, Branch 32, in Agoo, La Union, accusing him of gross ignorance or
intentional disregard of the law by granting bail to Roger Morente, an accused in a murder
case (Criminal Case No. 2927), without conducting a hearing or receiving evidence. The
sequence  unraveling  to  the  Supreme Court  began when Morente,  on  bail  application,
experienced multiple scheduling setbacks due to Judge Rapatalo’s absences and procedural
lapses, including failures to notify prosecution witnesses. Despite not holding a bail hearing,
a release order dated June 29, 1995, was granted based on a prosecutor’s marginal note of
no  objection,  which  caused  Basco’s  complaint.  Judge  Rapatalo  defended his  action  by
arguing  that  he  relied  on  the  prosecutor’s  discretion.  The  procedural  journey  to  the
Supreme Court underscored the necessity of observing the proper bail  proceedings for
capital offenses amidst potential oversights by judicial and prosecutorial officers.

**Issues:**
1. **Did Judge Leo M. Rapatalo commit gross ignorance of the law by granting bail without
a hearing, despite it being a capital offense?**
2. **Is the prosecutor’s non-opposition sufficient ground for the court to grant bail in capital
offense cases?**

**Court’s Decision:**
1.  **On Judge Rapatalo’s  Alleged Ignorance:**  The Court  determined that  while  Judge
Rapatalo set the bail hearing multiple times, showing a lack of malice, the absence of a
conducted hearing violated the mandated duty to assess whether the evidence against the
accused was strong, thus constituting a failure in his judicial duties.

2. **On Prosecutor’s Non-Opposition as Ground for Bail Grant:** The Court clarified that the
court’s discretion in granting bail does not absolve it from holding a hearing to ascertain
evidence strength in capital offense cases. The prosecutor’s non-opposition cannot replace
the judge’s obligation to exercise judicial discretion after a thorough evaluation during a
mandated bail hearing.

**Doctrine:**  In  capital  offense  cases  punishable  by  death,  reclusion  perpetua,  or  life
imprisonment, it is mandatory for the judge to conduct a hearing to determine the strength
of evidence against the accused before granting bail, emphasizing the judicial discretion’s
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boundary within the procedural due process.

**Class Notes:**
– **Capital Offense and Bail Granting:** In cases involving capital offenses, bail is not a
matter  of  right  but  of  judicial  discretion,  necessitating  a  hearing  to  assess  evidence
strength.
– **Judicial Discretion:** Judges must exercise sound discretion guided by law, especially in
deciding  on  bail  applications  in  capital  offenses,  ensuring  due  process  by  conducting
hearings to evaluate evidence.
– **Prosecution’s Role:** The non-opposition of the prosecution to a bail application does not
suffice for the judge to grant bail without a hearing.

**Historical  Background:**  The  case  underscores  the  evolving  legal  standards  and
procedural requisites in granting bail within the Philippine judicial system, reflecting a shift
towards more stringent safeguards in capital  offense cases to ensure due process and
careful judicial assessment. The distinctions made between the procedural norms during the
time of Herras Teehankee vs. Director of Prisons and the later modifications underscore the
judiciary’s adaptive mechanisms in upholding principles of justice and procedural integrity.


